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Speaker Introduction
Hirokazu Yasuhara

Career History:
• Went to the United States after creating Sonic the Hedgehog while at Sega 

Enterprises
• After leaving SEGA, worked on the Jax and Daxter and Uncharted series at 

Naughty Dog
• Was involved with game development at Bandai Namco Games America and 

Nintendo of America
• Currently works at Unity Technologies Japan, working on projects related to 

education



Speaker Introduction
Naoto Ohshima

Career History:
• 1987, May: Joined SEGA and handled character design for Sonic the Hedgehog and NiGHTS
• 1999: Established Artoon and served as director. After Artoon was absorbed into AQ Interactive, 

worked as representative director of Cavia and director and corporate executive of AQ Interactive
• 2010, June: Stepped down as advisor at AQ Interactive and founded Arzest
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1. The origins of Sonic

2. Anecdotes about the game

3. The results of Sonic’s creation



The origins of Sonic

In 1990, SEGA wanted a next-generation character that could stand 
up to the NES’ Mario

SEGA always had its own stable of characters, but none of them were able to 
compete in the 8-bit console consumer market with Mario, their rival’s character on 

the NES.
First on the scene for the 16-bit console market, SEGA wanted a new character that 

could stand up to Mario and compete with its rival company’s upcoming 16-bit 
system, the SNES



Why a hedgehog?

Something you can imagine curling up

Character ideas
- Hedgehog
- Armadillo
- Porcupine
- Dog
- Old guy with a mustache (Eggman)

A character that can deal damage by curling up like a ball and rolling around



A character composed of lines so simple you could 
draw it as part of a sing-along song

We wanted a character kids could draw

Blue fireball



Characters that can be drawn with simple lines are easily 
recognizable

Jump



The process of making an IP character for SEGA
A character you know is SEGA’s just by looking at it!

This means creating an “ark” into which you can put
everything that is quintessentially SEGA

Character
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For example, Why is Sonic blue?

Because it’s SEGA’s color

If SEGA’s logo is blue, it follows that the 
character would be blue as well



The merits of fictional animal characters:

Its characteristics can be capitalized upon while also adding new dimensions of appeal

Political correctness

Things about characters that are advantageous for companies:

They can be used to instantly and easily convey the company’s philosophy
and color (traits) to people across a wide range of ages

They can be used in advertisements to increase awareness of the company

A game character can be used to start character-based businesses



High concepts and character personality

SEGA’s High Concepts

1. Cool
2. Challenger
3. History



A mind map of multiple key words related to SEGA

Youth

Challenger

Roguish

Reckless

Future Freedom

Vitality

Tech savvy

Cool
International

Independent



Cool characters Substantive coolness

Superficial

1, What does it mean to be “cool”?

This is what substantive coolness entails

必然的に性格や内面をもったキャラクターになる

Looks
↓

Rather than just looks,
a character who possesses

personality and depth

It is necessary that the character has personality and depth

• Actions aren’t driven by others’ orders or unemotional 
logic

• Doesn’t fight under someone else’s definition of what’s 
right

• Will do anything for the sake of what matters to him



The early 90s atmosphere

Earth tones were all the rage in fashion
An eco boom spawned natural brands

It was an era where we began to think about our environment

2, SEGA is the challenger

And of course, since SEGA is a challenger,
SEGA’s characters ought to be challengers as well...

SEGA was playing the role of challenger against the Nintendo juggernaut



An enemy group that commands
tremendous capability for scientific 

development

An enemy that is
indifferent towards life

pitted
against

Youths with nothing
to their name

Free and unrestrained

Does not respect nature
or the environment

They form the opposition

To create our game world, we used the idea of
“nature” versus “environmental development”

On one side we have the opposition, and they stand against
those on the side of environmental development



Disney Marvel SanrioHanna-Barbera

3, A character’s history and background

Characters with history

Background

Secret stories to their origin

We thought about the topic of fictional “history” for characters

What do these have?

Feel familiar, like you’ve seen them before

Seems like they’ve been around forever

Somehow nostalgic



At the time, Naoto was really into the following:
leather jackets, emblems, and airplane nose art

We used that as a base for thinking up a story to use
for our presentation within the company

A character we took from nose art

“Check out this character we found in some documents about old planes!”



A fictional history



The story of a man who tirelessly sought to fly his plane at yet unknown speeds

The nose art on the plane he flew depicted Sonic

His hair, always standing up, led to him being called the “Hedgehog”

Background story

He got married to an author of children’s literature
and she wrote a children’s story about a hedgehog that was based on him

His flight jacket still exists today



「SONIC THE HEDGEHOG」
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When that story became Sonic, his emblem became similar to what 
you would see on a flight jacket



Anecdotes about the game



1. Smooth geography like rollercoasters

Show the kinds of experiences that can be achieved on the Mega 
Drive / Genesis that were impossible on 8-bit systems

Technology and features used in the game

2. Tricks to convey the feeling of speed

3. Large objects, lots of moving objects

Loops, tunnels, slopes

Multi-scroll, springs, shaking up and down

Rings, bonus stages



Test Ideas

Bridge

Run to cross bridges

Roll to break bridges



Rough level design notes



Background Background
loopwaterfall

tunnel

32 cells

32
cells

1 cell = 8x8 pixels
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A level map is assembled with 64 parts
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Rough enemy design notes



Animations (1)



Animations (2)



Animations (3)



The Christmas Sales War of 1991
- New and bundled with Super Mario World, the SNES sold for $199
- Out for two years and bundled with Sonic 1, the Genesis sold for $149

Marketing efforts

A thorough comparative advertising campaign—complete with commercials on TV—
was launched comparing the Genesis and the SNES, emphasizing both the price 

advantage and the sense of speed Sonic offered compared to Mario.

Comparative advertising



Sega Genesis 57.8%
Super Nintendo 39.7%

Results

【San Francisco Examiner】
January 10, 1992 (Friday)

During the Christmas sales war, SEGA pulled a come-
from-behind victory over Nintendo to dominate the 

market share of 16-consoles



Summary
Lessons learned from the original Sonic

There are ways to compete with seemingly unbeatable opponents

Make technology your ally

Gather allies (like getting a band together)



Thank you.
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